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INVESTIGATION YELLOW PERCH IN LAKE ERIE1

Each sprfng, hundreds of yellow perch deposit their eggs
on.the shallow, sandy bottom near the shore of Lake Erie. A
female perch can lay up to 50,000 eggs At one time. At this
rate will.Lake Erie soon have a population explosion of yellow
perch? Why are so many eggs laid by each fish? How does
nature control population sizq? .Can man also affect.fish
populations?

OBJECTIVES When you have completed these activities, you should be
able to:

A

1. Describe the life cycle of the yellow perch.

2 . Discuss the factors that can affect perch populations
at each stage of the life cycle.

3. Discuss the pros and cons of soMe methods used to
manage the Lake Erie perch population.

YE L LOW PERCH
Ilarewen

know 10-34 cm
weight: 112-56p g
coloring: bright green to olive to golden broWn on back; yellow-green,
yellow on sides: grey to milk-white below
cammon names: perch, lake Perch, American Perch

Figure 1: Characteristics of Yellow Perch (Fish of Lake Michigan,
University of Wisconsin, 1914).
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ACTIVITY A WHAT CAN HAPPEN Ta A GROWING-PFRCII?

MATERIALS

PROCEDURE

Perch Life Cycle game board, spinner, place marker tokens
(one per student), CHANCE cards, record sheets.

A. Object of the same: The first player to have one
male and one,female fish survive to spawn is the
winner. Another more important object ts to find
out the things that can happen to perch populations.
Be sure you read the information in the board spaces
and on the game cards.

,B: How_jo begin: Two,to four people can play. Choose a .

token CO represent your perch population and place it
on the START space of the game board. Each population
begins with 50,000 eggs.

,The person' with the highest total on two spins of
the spinner plays first. The one with the next highest
total goes second, and so on. CHANCE on the spinner
counts as zero.

a
C. How to play: When your turn comes, spin the spinner

and move your token clockwise the number of spaces
indicated. If the spinner points to CHANCE or if you
land on a space marked CHANCE, draw a CHANCE card from
the top of the deck and follow the instructions on itl
If the card does not say "KEEP THIS CARD" place it back
on the bottom of the deck before the next flaver's turn.

NOTE: CHANCE cards refer to fish, not ,to eggs. If you

spin a CHANCE before your eggs hatch, spin again.
As you play, record the size of your perch popula-

tion.on a re6prd sheet. In most cases, males and females
are added together to get the population size, but some
events affect only one sex of the fish. Unless you are
told to do differently, assume that half of your fish
are femaies and half are. males (see "hatching" space).

5
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D. Losing all your pv_rcy:. if the space...you Ara x111 or-t134-
CHANCE card drawn cause you to lose more fish,than you
have on your record sheet, your popuration hip been
wiPed out. Depending on where you are on'the board,
this can have two different effects.

(1) If your eggs have not hatched when they are
all wiped out; go back to START and begin
all over again with 50,000 eggs.

(2). After the eggs hatch, your population is
expected to be on its own. If you lose all
your fish, you are out of the game.

F. Winning the.game: The Eirst person to land on the
SPAWN square with at least one male and one female is
the winner. If all players but one are wiped out,
the remaining player is still not the winner until his/
her fish make it to spawning. If no fish make it to
spawning, your team may start the game over again.

F. __Whenttun±js. over: Using the game board spaces and
the CHANCE cards, complete the game chart in Figure 2

and answer the following questions.
I Ai,

1. Why is it an advantage to the yellow perch to lay so many
eggs?

4
.1101

3

2. In which part of the perch life cycle are the tost animals
lost? .

3. At what age does a prch beCome sexually mature?

4. What destroys most of the perch that become mature?

5. In what ways could the numbers of perch be increased?

?
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6. Could factors like those that affect perch in Lake Erie
also affect fish in the ocean?
Do you think that these factors have as big an effect on
fish.in the ocean ? Explain your answer.

44
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PERCH POPULATION RECORD
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ACTIVITY B HOW CAN THE PERCH FISHERY BE MANAGED? r

Now that you have learned of the many things,that can
happen,to a population of perch, yod know why it is some-'
times necessary t? make rules to protect them. The organi-
zation.reeponsiiniiinfor making and enforcing those rules Jo
'.the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The FWS works closely
with state agencies such as Ohio's Division of Wildlife to
producA the best plan for managing the aniinals.

PROCEDURE 71ily people and organizations are affected by a fishery
management policy: The interested groups all wanC fhe policy
to benefit them. Your teacher will'assign you to'Kepresent
one of these interest groups:

'. .

. -

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Commercial Fishers Co-Op
Sport Fishers
Urban Development League of.Ohio
Save the Perch
Consolidated Ohio Power Company
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Study.your role desctiption,anci. be prepared to try to
gonv ce others that what your group wants would really be the ,

best fo verybody. Your activSty schedule will.be:

1. Meet with.representatives of the other
interest groups. The FWS representative
will.explain what the agency proposes -

tso do to manage the perch population.
xplairf why you are for or against the
proposals and present a policy that you
wish the FWS to enforce.

2 Within youtworking group, reach a
decision about the best proposal, or
write a \new one. Give this to the FWS
person as your group s recommendation.

3. All FWS representatives meet and choose
the best perch management policy. While
they are meeting, all the-interest group
representatives write letters to the.people
they represent, telling how they have
worked for the.group's cause and w4at the
results have been so far.

4. The FWS announces what its new, perch manage-
ment policy will be. FWS representatives
answer any qusations from the interest groups.
Record the FWS.decision here:

.5.

ite

r"

decision fair to all parties concerned?.
If not, what interest groups would

ffer because of the new policy? Explain.

6. Will the new.00licy produce the optimum sustained
yield of perch in Lake Erie? Explain.
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IHVESTICAT.16i4 YELLOW PERCH IN LAKE ERIE,

OVERVIEW

4M

PREREQUISITE
STUDENT
BACKGROUND

MATERIALS

This investigation consists of two games. Activity A
is a board game designed to introduce the.stages of the perch
life cycle and the forces affecting the perch population at
each stage.

Using information gained in Activity A, studentp partici-
pate in a role-playing situation in Activity B. Various interest
groups provide input on the development of a perch management
policy for LakelErie.-

Basic mathemptical skills: addition, subtraction, and
di-vision by 2.

Perch Life Cycle game board,- spinner, place marker tokens
(one per student), and CHANCE cards, allonbtructed using
patt6rns in this:,guide; record sheets (in Student Guide); paper
ilklip; paper fasteder; six'rOle descyiptions.

OBJECTIVES Mben students have completed this investigation, they should
be able lo:

1. Describe the llfe cycle of the yellow perch.
2. Discuss the factors that tan affeotiperch

populaSiOns at each stage of the life cycli.
1. Discuss the.pros,and cons of some methods uSed

to manage the Lake Erie perch population.

SUGGESTED
APP4ROACH Activity A.is designed for groups of 2-4 plaYers, eac,h with

a-set Of- game materials.

For Activity B students 'Work in groups of 6, with each
student haVing at different role. "Extra" students should be
asstgned the Fish and Wildlife Service role and placed as the
7th member of other teams.

.ACTIVITYcA' WHAT CAN HAPPEN' TO.A GROWING PERCH?

Keywords: spawning, tommdrcial fishinB, ,spOrt fishing population.

PROCEDURE It-willAe necessary for yOil to construct the game materials
, using back pages of this guide. Theie pages can be cut out as

they are, 'or theY can be gjuett to cardboard sheets and thencut out:

15
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Rules for playing the game are explained in the scudent
Wde booklets. Twenty to thirty minutes are needed,to play
the board game the first time. Students may want to plAy again,
aud a second round (an usually be finished during the same ('lass
period.

Have each studen\complete the summary chart and answer
the questions in the guide booklet. The summary chart may need
some clarifying information,that you can providelilFor instance,
some of the factors affecting perch may be considered eithei-
natural or man-made. An algae bloom may occur naturally with
seasonal changes, or it may be induced by phosphates being added
to lake water. Diseases likewise may be caused by nature or by
humans/ effect on the water. The stocking of pike in the lake,
by people, has the effect of reducing perch populations by the
natural process, of predation. ,

A,sample summary sheet is attdched. It is intended to serve
as your guide only, not as a list of "correctq answers . fhey may,
for example, wish.to list predators separately- ingfishers, pike,
etc.) Discussion of possibilities will contrAu e to stuclent
understanding of.the concepts in the activity. ,

NOTE: The numbers 140 tn the game reflect reality,-but are
obviously not exact. They were chpsen to allow reasonable simple
mathefilatics while giving an indication of the relative impact of
the various factors affecting the perch populatlon.

!



AVIVITY

. PROCEDURE Keywords: fishery, optimum sustained yield, harvest..

1

The instruc.tions for the simulation activity are complete
witiOln the Student tlide. Eech student should get a copy of
one of the six role descri tions included in the Teacher's
Guide,'pages 4719. A the classroom to facilitate
discussions within the'g of 6 or 7 students.

This activitY requires student's to think about their rOles
Itor a time before the actual simulatdonOegins. Distribute
rale descriptions to be studied overnight. The simulation itself
call be completedAn 11/2 clasi; periods, with time allowed for
discussiom. It is best to keep your own participation in this
activity to a minimum, unless students have difficulty interpreting
the demands. of their rolea. During the follow-up discussion,
encourage students to analyze their, own performance and the
feelings they really have.about why and hoW. to manage a natural
pdpulation. Antwers t questions in the Student Guld will vary
according to CHO FWS d cision.

1. Laying many eggs is,an adaptation.for the prch's.
survival. There are many hazards to the developing
perch, and beginning with large numbers helps to in-
sure that at least two.fish will survive to replace
the parent fish.

2. Largest losses occur among eggs and fingerlings. Be
flexible in accepting other student answers. Students
may attempt to add up all lossds at each stage rather
than responding irtuitively with this answer.

410
3. Sexual maturity occurs'at about 3 years of'age (20cm Tong).

4. Most wure perch are claimed hy commercial and sport
fishing.

5. From the game, perch numberi are increased by stocking,
\

regulation of fishing, and creation of new spawning
grounds. Students may be able to think of othet ways.

HOW CAN THE PiRCH FIiHERY,I3EMANAGED?

z

a

I
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PAT TRAPPER
H.S. Ffsh and Wildlife .;v1-v1ce

As a biologiat and representative of the Fish and Wlldlife
Service it will be your responsibility to inform the public about
what is being done and what needs,to he done to manage the perch
fishery in Lake Erie. The term fishery refers to the industry
or occupation of catching, processing and selling fish. As far
back as the 1860's the perch fishefy was very active, especially
on Lake Erie. By the late 1950's, perch was the number one
commercial fish taken from the lake.

Sport and commercial Ushers alike val et. the perch for itS
delicious, flaky white flesh. As the fishery manager, your goal
is Co workg4toward an "optimum sustained yield" of perch. Yield

refers to the number oT fish caught (harvested.) Optimum means
the most or the biggest possible, with all factors considelvd. An

optimum yield of perch is thg best numfier to catch each-year
withopt inteffering with the normal workings of the Obpulation
or with Other populations in the lake. If this bek number-
can be repeated in'the harvest over the coming years, At is said
to be a susttained yield. -The goal f.141c Lake Erie, then, is to

devegtop regulations that will allow the optimum number and weight,
of pel7ch to be harvested each year.

Perch are harvested by two groups, the commercial fishers and
the sports fishers. On Lake Erie there are about 1,000 people
employed by the commereial fishing industry. They catch 35-40
million pounds of fish each Year and sell the fish for almost
$10 million. Onec=foni-th of the risb caught are perch. These are
processed tnto fillets (boneless strips of flesh from the sides of
the fisH) which are sold mainly in the large cities around the
lake.

Sport flailing on Lake Erie is a major attraction for thousands
of Ohio anglers. Tfiere are no regulations governing perch
fishing for,sPort in the state. People cAn 6ish in any season
and kee0 whatever perch'they catch. ,In 1978, Ohio sport fishers

.- 'caught 2,317,000 pounds of perch in Lake Erie. This was about
20% of all the perch taken th he lake that year.

The pettch harvest in Lake Erie has been declining for the last
few years (see graph On following page),'and anglers are
becoming alarmed. They have caLted upon your agency to produce
a'sonagement plan that 4411 increase ehe population of perch
available for harvest. .Your knowledge of thg:perch's life cycle
and the'llazards to. the developing perch population have led your
agency to consider two possible,waya of dealing with the fishers'
demands:

18
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0 OHIO PERCH LANDINGS
LAKE ERIE
1914-1977

1.1

5
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;
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Ohio Dpargramt of Wsturel Resources. Divisime of Wildlife. funlIcation"7001
"Commercial Ptah landless, Lake Itle - 1917."

A

1. Inctease the survival rate at the egg stage by:

A. ,Recommending a bap on construction alonk
the lake shore wfthin kl mile of the lake,
thus preserving existing spawning grounds.

B. ,Recommending that ihdustries that use water
for cqpling must limit the temperature in-
crease in that Water to'1°P, since 'spawning
and hatching depend on water temperature.

C. Preventing-dredged materials_from being
duMped back into the lake where they would
cloud the Water and poisibly spread dangerous-'
pollutants.

19
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2. Increase the annual harvest by:

A. Delaying the start of the commercial fishing
season until June 1,, when spawning will be
over.

4

B. Allowing comnercial fisers to use gill nets
from October 1 to December 10 to catch perch
20 cm or longer. Gill nets reAult in a
larger catch than th'e trap nets now used.

C. Banning comthercial fishing within one-mile of
the shoreline, so sport fishers will be able
to catch more.

These two proposals are not the only possiple answers to
the perch decline problem, of course. .They certainly will not '

satisfy all the people that will be affected. -It will be your
job to explain why both proposals are good ones. If other
suggeations are presented; lead your grbup to consider whether
they are useful or not. The group may wish to prepare a third
proposal for the FWS to consider. If you favor'Ne proposal or
another; hoid your opinion until others have preselited theirs.
As the most knowledgeable member of the group., where perch are
concerned, your opinkon Should be well thought out, for your
judgment is highly respected.

When your group has agreed on a management plan, it will
be your job.to meet with other FWS representatives and arrive
at a decision that will -satisfy aa many of the publio s-demands
as possible. geport your decision in a public hearing and
predict how your management plan will provide an optimum
sustained yield of perch.

.
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DR. J. E. CIWAN
STP (Save the Perch)

You are a professor of ecology and ichthyology at Clearwater
".141tiversity. As head of your department you have watched Lake
Erie go from a lake that supported trout tp one that barely
supporcs.the fish living in the lake now. You want to keep perch
as a game fish and as an important link in the ecosystem that
makes up the lake. In order to keep the perch going in the lake,
you want the Fish and Wildlife Service to protect the 18,000
acres of marshes along Ohlo's lake shore. This will serve

1. to preserve the perch brepding grounds and

2. to provide habitat for the waferrowl and
other birds that are a vital part of the area.

You want the people to understand that what affects one area of the
lake wilt affect 'all areas. The areas that you wa'llt to 'protect serve
witly'functions, such as preservation of fish and wildlif, barriers
to wind and walk erosion of the shore, natural water purifiers, natural
flood control, and traps for the sediments that are carried into the
lake by streams.
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Beyond all this, you want to get the
higher than At is now in order-to restore
of the lake. This would reciuire a 2-year

papule io of erch

the na al balance
ban o perch fishing,

followed by stronger fishlng regulations in later years. You
L. want gill nets to be outlawed throughout the lake after the 2-year

period. You also want sport fishing to be regulated by season
and bag limit (only letting them catch a certain number of perah),
and'you want perch fishing toobe done only with particular kinds
of lures, such as spinners. Or

i

The nuclear power plant that has jtibt begun operation on the
lake is threatening the perch in-another way. The plant pulls

---s------\_ water from the lake to cool ita machinery. Screens cover the
openings of the intake pipes, but baby perch can be sucked
thYough the screens arid into the pumps where they are "entrained"
and killed. A single large power plant on Lake Erie can entrain

(, n arly 3,000,000 baby perch in one year.

Power plants around
Lake Erie. -

In addition to protecting..spawning grounds and regulating
fislleries, then, some drastic measures are needed tp prevent further.
loss of perch to industries and power plants_ using lake,water.- Think
about what could be done and try tp get your ideas included in a
compromise proposal.

Questions to consider)

Which of the propositions proposed by the Fish.and Wild-
, lifiService do ybu favor?,

..-,

2. What are you willing to give up in order to have.as Many

4.

Of your ideas go through as masible?

22
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POWER PLANTS
Die Great Lakes are a- huge

natural reservoir containing six
quintillion gallons of water This
makes them a mighty attractive
site for electric pcfiNer generating
facilities Thermal plares, both
nuclear and tossil-fueled, use
steam to drive the turbin.es which
generate our electricity They
require the cool lake waters to
remove the waste heat from the-
power generation equipment

How much water do these
*Vents use'? At the largest water
users in the state they use nearly
three-fourths of the 17 billion
gallons of Ohio's daily water
consumption k typical 290
megawatt fossil -fuel plant uses
160,000 gallons per minute. If the
plant rises a once-through cooling
systein, as most fossil-fuel plants
now do. only a very.small amount
of this water is lost through
evaporation inside the plant.
About 99% is returned to the
source from w'hich it was.
diverted BLit this water, because
it has taken hAt fiorn the steam,
is about 5F" warmer than it was.

wr

AND WATER USE

Use of cooling towers such as
the one at Davis-Besse will soon

t be required in order to lessen this
:Thermal pollution." But in a
cooling tower, 'the heat is

I transferred to the air through
evaporation. Thus a larger
amount of water is lost. A power
plant with a cooling tower will
pass about 15 million gallons-of
water in the form of steam into the
atmosphere each day. A- cooling
tower also needs water for
",blowdown'' or removal of
accumulated solids from the
cooling water.

'c

Ohio's streams, except for. the
Ohio River, cannot affOrd such
water loss. Thus the continued
use of Lake Erie (with 12.5
quadrillon gallons) and the other
Great takes for energy facility
sites is an inevitable Part of our
)future

The 110,CU9. 06/0 Collata) ZWIV Managume,nt Nowalmiter.
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Stage of
Life Cycle

Eggs

(use no
CHANCE cards)

z

Natural Factors

*Flood

.FACTORS AFFECITNC PERCH

--A11-(+7)--O7r7--

iose(7)
population, Man-made Factors

Ald(+) or
lose(-)
population

*Herbjcide #

*Ctstruction on
sh re -

*Power plant

Young Perch *Predators -

((hatching to *Riany'spring season +
2 years) *Storms

*Disease -

Year Old *Fungus
Perch *Disease .

*Predators

Mature Verch

*Herbicide
*Power Plant ,

*FWS stocking
*Algae bloom
*Oil spill
*Sewage plant
failure,

-*Entrainment

10

f

4 *Construction on
shore

,*Gill nets
.*AlglE!e blpom

*Oil spill
*Sewage plant
failure

*Impingement
legtocking by FWS

*Disease '*New fishing lure
*Marshes filled in
*Chemccal,duMp
*Algae bloom
*Oil spill
*Seyage plant
lailure

*Imptngement
v*FWS stocking

24
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"ACE" ANGLER
Sport Fisher

Evqr since you were no more thania finFerling yourself,
you've been fishing in Lake Erie. Yogr dad haw told you what
it was like'to catch enough blue pike in an hour to last for
two whole weeks. Your grandfather can remember catching a
muskie or two. Now most sportlishera lo after walleye, which
are food fighting fiwh. You caught a walleye once, but for
a good big catch you prefer perch: You once caught 160 perch
ih 3 hours!..

'Perch fishingis exciting in-its own way. A perch doesn't
fight much, but there is a trick to hookingeione. Thp perch''
nibbles' at the bait, and it takes n experienced band to'aet. the
took before the bait is atolen. When you've caught a good lazed
perch (20 cm or longer).you have a nutritious meal. Besides its
excellent flaVoi-, perch has more protein and less fat than beef.

, pork; or poultty.

SinCe you are a business person by profession, you:have
little free time' tO devote to fishing. You appreciate the-facts
that you are-.not limited to ecertain'season for c_AWing perchf
and you can keeP as many as you catql. Ice-fishin ound the
islands is particularly, enjoyable, gut there are man good fishing
areas all year round.

v/.

Lake Erie Fishing Areas
O SMALLMOLITH BASS

WALLEYE
PERCH ,

O WHITE BASS

MICHIGAN

CANADA

. Eneau

Lake Erie Island Locations

North Sass Pelee island

Middle Bass .-

C1

South Bass L- 7./ Kelley's Island

Colchester
Conneaut

40

..0 cj
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joledo

Pt. Clinton

Ashtabula

Fakport
.40

Coho

Sandusky

Coho

Lorain Clveland

Huron Vermilion
OHIO

, Obi. Ropoccaost of Nemo* Roopor000. Dictates' of Wildlife. 14lioottoo 1311
. *Rot, Rcto !MAO% fiercitio ood toolitttec
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The commercial fishers-are now getting 80%,of all the
perch caught in Lake Erie. As a sport fisher yopyould like
to get a bigger piece of the action. ,These facts may help
you.

A. A resident sport fishing licepse costs
ln 1979,'the State of Ohio will

make abok $8,000,000 from the sale of
these licenses. You are providing the
state with a lotof money, and in return
you have a right to get iwmething for it
(more fish).

B. Yoy have found that fishing neaK,,s power'
plant is great because .the wafM water has
lots of food in it to'attract fish.

If commercial fishers get to use gill nets,
they will be able to catch even more perch.
(Commercial licenses Provide only about
$65,000 a year iniptate revenues).

Questions to consider:

1. Which of the Fish add Wildlife Service proposals
do you favor?

2. What are.you willing to give Op in order to
have as malny'of your ideas/xpossible accepted?

.4

0:
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SANDY SHORES.
Urban Development League 'of Ohlo (ODLO)

You represent an agency committed to developing the Lake Erie
shoreline for the benefit Of the state. Each year millions of tourists
travel through the Great Lakes areas. More lakeside motels4 amusement
parks, and scenic highways would capture more tourist dollars for the -

state. Private individuals are also looking for lakeshore properfy
for vacation homes. More than 14 of Ohio's population lives in the
etght gounties bordering Lake Erie, and more people would come if
they had places to live. There are dozens of contracting companies
just wititing,for UDLO to give them the go-ahead signal so they can begin'
A massive-ponStruction'effort and make Erie's shore a.real showplace.

There are some problems, however. First, such developments'
require massive earth-moving"efforts. There must be dredging for marinal,"
scrapini for roads and parki4 lots, and piling for landscape purposes.
Some of your contractors have not taken proper erosion control methods
in the past, and the'y have been responsible for some bad erosion
prelems. You mutt try to overcome their bad reputation by promising

41P
13

st ct rules for erosion confrol. ;f such heavy erosion occurred on
the lakeshore,the lake would be muddy and nobody.would want to visit therp.

.The law requires that Lake Erie ports be dredged each year t6
maintain a depth of 28 feet so freighters can dock. This is one of
UDLO's responsibilities. Ordinarily, dredged,materials are dumped in
diked areas in the lake, where they eventually form new islands. Fishing
is great around islands, so the sports fishers should be attracted to
these areas. The FWS,'however, is proposing that dredged material be
dumped inland. This would be very expensive and difficult to manage.

Finally, the Fish and Wildlife Service wants.to ban construction
within one-rhalf mile of the lakeshore. This would spell disaster for
UDLO's plans. People come to Lake Erie to see the lake and play around it.
If they have to hike one-half of a mile from their motels, they probably
won't even bother to come. What kind of scenic view can.you get from that .

far away? It wobld be a terrible mistake to let this measure pass. The
state would lose pillions of dollars in tourist trade and property taxes
without shore development.

Questions to consider:

1. What changes in the proposals will,you recommend?

. . ik
2. What are'you willing to give up in order to get most of your

ideas accepted?'

a t
. 2 ..c.
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TOLEDO-LOOKING TO HARBOR REVITALIZATION AND PUBLIC ACCESS
'Lake Erie's busiest, the Port of

Toledo,has long served as a vital
part of that City's etonomy. The
port developed and expanded
ouidkly into its present 4,000 acre
complex with little regard for the
riverfront's immense potential for
other uses. But Toledo's eight
mile riverfront and its value for
recreation ancl public aCcess are
now being rediscovered. Several
actions have recently been
initiated by the .Toledo-Lucas
County Plan Commissions to
cope with the issue of balancing
uses along the riverfront.

Toledo's innovative Mauniee
Riyerfront Ov'erlay Zonin4

District (MR-U District) reflects
the city's commitme'nt to
regarding the riverfront district as
an area or unique importance.
Passed by Toledo's City Council
last winter, the regulatioris which
establish the, district seek to
"provide for maximum 4Sublic

r$01111

benefit from 'the fuither
(development of the riverfront
areas, through a combination and
sharing of uses." These include
commercial, residential,
industrial, recreational and
transportation .land uses.

1141 l.V.44 0 C044 LH. N4n4xplamig Misvalue tug .
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SHORELINE REVITALIZATION FOR NORTHEASTERN OHIO
CONCEPTUAL PLAN

1, 10.11n
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V.1

Lake Erie has historically
supported an incredible diversity
of water oriented recreational
activities. However, rf Ohioans
are to enjoy the benefits that can
be ,provided by leisure activities
associated with the lakefront, a
revitalization is needed,
particularly of the existing park
areas. The ,plOposed Cleveland
Lakefront Park .will hopefully
provide the stimulus needed for a
renewed effort directed toward
this Aluable resource of the
state.

There is little.question that the
Cleveland metropolitan area has
a .high dernand for parklands but
has a very inadequate supply. The
problems associated with
reduced fundi g for operations
and m&nten4ice have further

CLIIIVOLAND LAKIMPRONT

compounded the tproblem, by
allowing existing city park areas
to deteriorate.

Four shoreline parks (Edge-
water ordon, White pty and

wood) provide excellent
recreational potential, but all
presently suffer from unsightly
dumpitg, misuse and lack of
proper ccess and maintenance.
Preliminary studies .by ODNR's
Office of Outdoor ReCreation
Services recommended improved-
picnicking, boating facilities,
fishint; access, swimming and
more "green-space" and
lands6aping. Man-made, off-
shore islands if implemented
could provide additional acreage
for such uses in addition to acting
as a buffer to reduce shore
erosion.

28

The preliminary studies have
addressed in a general way the
means for meeting state
objectives and dealing with
generaiorroblems involved in
develoling a state recreation
area. The conceptual plan
prepared by ODNR will be used
as a starting point for further
detailed consultant planning. The
consultant will study the specific
problems involved in the
development, and recOmmend
courses of action for implementa-
tion.

The Coastal Zone Management
Section will perform a coordi-
native function by reviewing
Lakefront Park plans once they
are developed. Review will be fOr;
consistency with Coastal Zone
Management objectives.
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TERRY WATTS
Obrisolidated Ohio Powe f

You are the plant manager of the Water Hole Power Station on Lake Erie.
Water Hole is a 20 year old fossil fueled ,(coal fired) power plant capable
of generating 600 megawatts of power. It has a ence-throug cooling system,
meaning that it draws in Water from the lake, uses this wa er to cool its
steam condensers, and then discharges the water directly ack to the lake.
This,alio means that Water Hole does not have a cooling tower. .Ig uses over
500,000 gallons of water per minute (gpm), which it discharges 15 warmer
than it was when it entered the plant.

Water Hole is in a rapidly developing area. Low cost electric power is
essential to allow this development to continue. Inlact, the area has
developed so rapidly that Consolidated Power-can no longer supply the demand
With/its three powy, plants And must now purchase power from 'Detroit Hydro,
a neighboring company. Last spring you attempted to get a 15% rate hike to
411,ow purchase and initial construction of a new power plant. The Public

\> Utilieies Commission allowed only a 10% increase and this was hard to get.

(

You have an "impihgement" problem at Water Hole. During the winter,
large numbers of gizzard shad corne in the intake canal and are trapped
against screens which' are placed in the canal to remove large fish and debris.
These would damage the internal workfngs of the pfant if they were allowed to
go through it. Last year so many fish piled up on these screens that no
water was able to pass and you were forced to shut down Water Hole. DamOes
amounting to $100;000 resulted when the screens were smashed by the pressure
of the fish and water. You would like FWS to tell you an inexpensive method
to alleviate this problem, but they are not doing any research in this area.
They have made several suggestions, most of which cost over $1,000,000 and
are not guaranteed to be successful. These costs would be passed on to
consumers, and the public is already upset.over energy costs.

FWS hay found that you also have an entrainment problem at Water Hole.
"Entrainment" refers to the fish eggs and larvae (fry) which are carried along-
6entrained) in the intake current. They are killed by hot water in the plant.
FWS estimates that during a single spawning season Water Hole kills 3,000,000
fry.

If FWS requires you to reduce the temperature of your discharge to 1°F
above the intake temperature it will be necessary to install a cooling tower.
This tower would reduce your entrainment and impingement problems by 95% since
your intake volume would be reduced from 500,000 gpm to 20,000 gpm. However,
this tower would cost between $20..and $35 million and would reduce youx net
power.output from 600 megawatts to 550 megawatts. All these costs would be
passed on to consumers, raising. the average monthly electric bill by 25%. You
feel this is unacceptable and unfair, especially to the many consumers in your
area who are not fishermen and who do not eat perch or use Lake Erie for rec-
reation.

It
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from Erickson and Sherman, Energy in the
ssroom, Vol, III, 1975.

The graph,above shows how energy use is increasing year by year.
It is unlikely that energy use will ever drop off.; but..Conservation
measures may level it off at the present high rate. Coal provides
only a small amount of our energy, yet Ohio produces millions of,tons
of coal .each year. You believe we should support local industry by
using more Ohio coal, not by imposing restrictions that iscoutage0 dO

its use.. FWS proposat 1 makes power productiOn more exnksive. You

would favor.some propoaal that would lessen your costs, not,raise them.

Questions to be considered:

L. 'Which proposition do you favor?

2. What are you willing to sive up (compromise) in order to
,get what youp-want?

3 0
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tAKE ERIE AT AN ENERGY CROSSROADS
(Energy has been, for several

years, one of the Istickiest
problems facing our country.
With oil erfibargoes, .trans-.
Alaskan pipelines, nuclear fusion
breakthroughs, record cold
minters and the-, creation of new
Departments of Energy at the state
and federal levels, it's one of the
hottest neps items as well: To a
Lake En r

Oesident,

problems and
conflicts garding energy en"
seem to p ak and then fade with
time But if the issues at times

, seem as far away as Saudi Arabla
or Prudhoe Bay, consider the

,.following.
Of Ohio's six nuclear units

now operating or uhder
construction, five are on Lake
Erie! of the additional three units
planned, two are in the lake
region

The possibility of drilling for
natural gas under Lake Erie is
being considered anew by the
General Assembly.

- Pittsburgh researchers are
looking at the feasibility, of
offshore wind energy generation
systems in the Great Lakes.

Fifteen million gallons of Lake
Erie's water evaporates every day
from each cooling tower' in use.

A $100 million, coal
gasification demonstration plant
is planned for Lorain's west side,
in the coastal area.

Ohio and Lake Erie'are indeed
at areenergy crossroads both
geog aphically and chronologi-
cally. Tgugh decisions will be
necessary in the upcoming years.

(*. The many uses of Lake Erie's
coastal area for energy riaise

. serious environmental, sociarand
public health questions.
Construction at major utility sites
can cause greatly increased
sedimentation, degrading water
quality and hampering recreation
and fish habitats. ,Land use

. development and traffic patterns

can be disrupted in unpredictable
ways. And public fears regarding
the hazards of mYclear wastes
have not been allayed. On the
other hand additional electrical
energy must be provided if we are
to reduce dependence on forergn
oil.

Dealing with energy problems
in the Lake region is one aspect of
Ohio's .Coast Zone Management
Prdgram. Seven Lake Erie
communities will be studying
means to alleviate impacts from
energy development through the
Coastal Energy Impact Program
(CEIP) administered by the Ohio
Department of Energy. The
program will bring over $400,000
to the county and regio.nal
planning agencies from the
federal Office of Coastal Zone
Management (OCZM). Projects
will include analysis of the
impacts of Davis-Besse and Perry
nuclear power plants in Lucas
and Lake counties1 a study of
alternate energy sources and
natural gas .transmission in the
eastern- counties, and' an
assessment of.actions needed to
bring Lorain's proposed coal
gasification plant in line with air
quality standards.

31 ,

Ohio's CZM PrograM staff, as,a.
part of its draft plan, has
developed a set of polidies and
proposed implementation
methods for improving coastal
energy facility Siting procealles.
Most of these policies involve
considering additional concerns
in the Ohio Power Siting
Commission's (OPSC) review
process. Visual impacts on the
shoreline and inappropriate use
of the shoreline by non-coastal
dependent energy-related
facilities air.e to be addressed.
Concefris of the CZM Program
will be addressed within the
OPSC through representation by
the Director of the Department of
Natural Resources.- Additional
coordination will also be
developed with Ohio's Depart-
ment of energy. In all, a stronger
voice for cOastal concerns will
result throughout energy
planning processes.

Alb
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CAPTAIN FISMBR
Representative of fishing Fleet and Buyers Co-op

Your father 'fished in the same boat you doi and you took over his
business when be got dicier and retired. When your father left you the
boat and nets he told you to always.stand behind the cot-op and help,
other fishers as much as possible. The fishing has not been good the
last few years because the Canadians have been taking all but 10% of
the perch cathh with gill nets. You cannot use gill nets because they
.stre outlawed in U.S. wtters of the western basin. You want the Fish
and Wildllfe.Service to permit you to use gill nets. Since.you know the
best-selling ISerdh are the' bigger ones, 'You are willing to settle for
a kind of gill net that will let other perch through and will catch
only those over 8 inches long: The season now lasts from March 1 to
Pecember 10. You want to extend'the fishing season so that you can
catch more fish. Because all this will'lower the number of fish in the
lake, you want the Fish and Wildlife Service to stock more perch in
the lake. If all goes according to plan, the price of perch wilt go
up. Last year you made only $8,000 from fishing. You need this money
to buy new nets and to over haul your boat. If y u do get all,.of these
things done then you can catch perch for the naw endiv's Perchburger.

You need to know this-informatiqp:

1. The fish processors in it= organization are pushing for
such,greater use of Lake Erie fish yi Ohio. To bring
fish from Maine or Florida is very expensive, and lake
fish have the same flavor and nutritional value as the
"imported" types. Notice how fish compare with other
foods:

Calorie Comparison Protein Comparison

NM..

"Vitalise Tour Life--Diecover Seafood." National Marine Fisheries
Service, Washington, D.C.: National Oceanographic and Atmospheric

Aditsipstratian,



2. Perch is the most important commercially caught fish
in Ohio. Perch fishing. means a lot of money for local
areas.

3. Canada supports its commercial fishery and therefore
the Canadians are catching 90% Of all the perch taken
from the lake. The FWS should support U.S. fisheries
so we can receive the same benefits.

4. Fish caught locally will cost consumers less thanfish
from the'ocean. People would eat more fish and be
healthier if fish didn't 'cost so much.

41-

Questions to answer:

19

(1) Which proposition do you favor?

(2) What are you willing, to use-to bargain in order to get
the things you want?

'bill Net

33
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GAME-BOARD GLO SARY

1. dredge - to dig out the bottom of a waterway in order
to deepen the,wpter.

2. fertilization the unitidg of male and femaip sex cells
(sperm and eggs).

3 fillet - to cut out the strips of fish flesh along the
fish's spine.

4. fingerling a young fish, about the length of a finger.

S. gill net - a net made of fine threads that entangle.xf
fish's gills.

6. herbicide - a chemical that kills plants.

7. heron - a large shore bird that eats fish.

8. kingfisher - a bird that eqtscsmall fish.

9. marina a place where small boats are docked and serviced.

10. mature.- able to reproduce.

11: spawning - the depositing of eggs by fish.



SPINNER

Cut out the spinner and paste
it,on a piece of cardboard.
Punch a hole in the center and
put a paper fastpner through
the hole so it will hold the
paper clip andallow it to spin.

4.t

Paper
clip

Paper fastener

PLACE-
MARKER
TOKENS
(Cut mit
and color)

CHANCE CARDS (cut apart)

Fish and Wildlife Service stocks
20,000 new perch in the lake.

Add 5,000 of these to your
population.

Sport fishing banned this
year because of low popula-

bite another turn.

Perch-eating pike are stocked
in the lake. Lose all but 1,000
of your perch if they are
smaller. than 23 cm.

Excellent growing cOnditions
'this year.

Take another turn.



Pesticides kIJI zooplankton and
aquatic insects. s,Lose 1 turn
while your fish move to new
feeding areas.

Algae bloom eesults4 a

temporary abundance of food.
(Perch eat zooplankton hich
eat the algae.)

Take another turn.

The legislature establishes a

perch fishing season (5 months)
instead of allowing year-round
sport fishing. KEEP THIS CARD;
it will cancel your next loss of
perch.

J

Wastes from a 'chemical. in-
dustry stunt the growth Of
your. population:

Lose 1 turn.

Heavy storms affect perch popu-
lation. flave action and habitat
destruction kill 500 fish less
than 15 cm. long. If ryour fish
are larger they survive.

i.Sports fishermen dievelop
more effective lure If your fish
are mor,..-than 23 cm. long, 500
are caught.

fa

4

A rainy spring season raises
the lake level, and flooded
shores create new spawning
grounds. Each perch population
under 15 cm. gains 2,000 fish.

Sho4line marshes filled in
for new homesites. Half tf your
population will not find suitable
spawning grounds. If your fish
are under 3 years old this card
has no effect.

II



Commercial fisheries can now
use a new sonar to find schools

fishz Lose'. 750 of your perch
population if they are over 15
centimeters long.

6

A parasite infects your popu-
lation. Males are only wOkened,
but most females become sterile.
Only 100 of your female perch
are now able to spawn.

Algae blooms cut down on
avai lab le oxygen 6y respiration
and decomposition.

1,000 fistf die in all populations:

Disease weakens your perch
population.

MI but 1,000 die.

r.

r

An oil tanker breaks up in a
storm and all but 500 bf your
ish die from the oil spill.

Sewage plant fails. Wastes in
Ifie water use up oxygen,
killing half of your perch
population.

A power plant pulls lake water,
in to cool its machines. If your
perch are less than a year old,
5,000 are sucked up. 1,000

perch over 1 year old are trapped
at the intake pipes and suffocated.

SAVE THIS CARD !!!

Coast Guard cleans up oil
spill. You lose only half of
your fish.

38
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Competition for
scarce food in
winter starves
200 fish.
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EVALUATION ITEMS I. About how many eggs does a fpmale yellow perch lay?

\- 1) 150,000
*2) 50,000
3) 25,000
4) 5,000

2. Which of the following is probably not a reason why perch lay
large'number.of eggs?

1) There are many other fish that eat the perch.
2) Many of the eggs do not hatch.

*3) Lake Erie is a huge body of water and can support them all.
4) The odds are.against the survival of most of the perch.

3. Baby perch ("fry") survival is not affected by

1) predators.
2) water temperature.

*3) fisheries.
4) industries along the lake.

4. How could the survival rate of perch eggs be increased?

*1) Dump dredged materials on land instead of in the lake.
2) Use more water for industrial cooling.
3) Add fertilizers to the water to provide more plants.
4) Add herbicides to the water to get rid of some plants.

5. If a perch is entrained by a power plant or other industry,
the fish is

1) chopped up by machines in the power plant.
2) pinned against intake pipes and suffocated.

*3) killed by hot water.
4) trapped for awhile, but then eseapes.

6. If the lake level rises, how is the perch population affected?

1) Population is unaffected.
2) Population decreases because flood waters wash fish up on land.

*3) Population increases because new spawning grounds are created,

7. When and why are water plants important to perch?

1) They provide food for adult perch,
2) They provide food for baby perch.
3) They hold eggs in place until the baby perch can hatch.,

*4) Both 2 and 3.

8. The amount of perch in Lake Erie could be incritased by

1) allowing unlimited usage of gill nets.
*2) putting a limit on the fishing seasop.
3) encouraging construction along the shoreline.
4) dredging out egg laying areas

4 7



9. Fisheries management policies are affected by

1) industries.
2) commercial and sport fishers.
3) the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

*4) all of the above.

10. What is optimum yield?

1) The best number of fingerlings to use to re-stock the lake.
2) The largest number of eggs that a female porch can lay.
3) Th. largest number of perch that a lake can support.

*4) The best number of perch to catch in any one year.

7<7'"
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